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in Lubell's room, and that no inventory was made of the records belonging to Burt Carmen, so that any one could steal records without the theft being noticed. Lubell pointed out that he had purchased a few records at the end of the year, but since then and others were not paid for until early November he could not charge any more purchases. He also commented that he had an inventory accurate up to the start of the year, and that very few records had been added since, although the inventory was in poor condition. He intends to take a new inventory over the Thanksgiving weekend.

The petition received over one hundred signatures, although reportedly many students signed knowing only the facts as Golden stated them. Golden stressed the point that as far as he was concerned there was originally no personal conflict involved, but that he was merely acting as spokesman for a majority group of House Conmen members. In support of this, he pointed out that at the last House Conmen meeting, he received a vote of support from every House Conmen member, commenting that this showing of "too much quicky" by the other members in expressing their views was a sham.

The Bush Leaguer

**Phi Gam Beats Kappa Sigma**

To Take Title, SAE Second

By Paul Jay Goldin '64

The intramural football season came to a close last Saturday afternoon as the defending titlists, Phi Gamma Delta, successfully defended its crown by upending Kappa Sigma, 5-0. Sigma Alpha Epsilon placed second by rushing Alpha Tau Omega, 24-0.

The Phi Gam once again had to rely on a sterling defense to clinch their victory over Kappa Sigma. Held to a scoreless tie at halftime, the Phi Gam barely broke loose for their winning score near the end of the third period. Coby Breeze faked back to pass but was seemingly tegged by three Kappa Sigma linemen. Breeze cut away, however, and fired a pass to Prestons Cola near the sidelines. Cola took the pass on the Kappa Sigma thirty-yard line and raced into the end zone behind the fine blocking of Jim Knappe, the Kappa Sig trip. To score but the Phi Gam defensive line led by Brian Wilson and Mitch Savin managed to stop every Kappa Sig thrust.

SAE Whips ATO

The spectator partying of Br Chambers, SAE routed to a 28-6 victory over Br ATO. The ATO's were all but helpless as Chambers completed pass after pass tourat seat Crawford, Tom Conpagnis, Pete Huf- 

The Phi Gam once again had to rely on a sterling defense to clinch their victory over Kappa Sigma. Held to a scoreless tie at halftime, the Phi Gam barely broke loose for their winning score near the end of the third period. Coby Breeze faked back to pass but was seemingly tegged by three Kappa Sigma linemen. Breeze cut away, however, and fired a pass to Prestons Cola near the sidelines. Cola took the pass on the Kappa Sigma thirty-yard line and raced into the end zone behind the fine blocking of Jim Knappe, the Kappa Sig trip.

The first standings of the teams: Tech Record PF PA Sigma Alpha Epsilon 5-1 21 16 Kappa Sigma 2-2 11 15 Alpha Tau Omega 0-7 39 40

ThePhi Gam defensive line led by Brian Wilson and Mitch Savin managed to stop every Kappa Sig thrust.

**Tech Five Bows To B.C., 65-55, In Practice Duel**

Last Thursday the Tech varsity basketball team was defeated by Boston College 65-55 in a scrimmage held at Walker Memorial. The score was decided, 12-12, at the end of the first quarter. The second quarter was an entirely different story. Capitalizing on poor Engineer ball handling, the speedy Eagles scored almost at will. Time and again they intercepted pass and drove in to score on effective two, three and four-point plays. When unable to fast-break, B.C. slacked the Tech defense to ribbon with effective one on one play. At the end of the half the Boston College lead had become a twelve-point bulge, 36-24.

But in the first eight minutes of the third quarter, the tables were turned. Jim Brit '56 led break after break, and with Carl Hans '55 and Stan Schilling '56 sparked the En-
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Tech Musclemen Compete in First Qualifying Meet

Coach Bob Augenstein's M.I.T. weightlifters took the first qualifying contest of the season last Saturday on the Harvard Field House boards. This year's turnout was very large, giving an excellent job after college.

Would you like to find out what kind of companies are seeking men in your engineering category and what opportunities they offer? Then fill in this coupon and turn it in as directed.

**OPTION SALE TECHNIQUE**

**WHEN YOU KNOW YOUR BEER... IT'S Bound TO BE BUD**

Budweiser is beer at its best for a very good reason...it is brewed and aged by the century process known to give Budweiser the distinctive taste that has pleased more people, by far, than any other beer in history.

When you know your beer... it's bound to be Bud!

Enjoy Budweiser Today

BREWING CORP., CHICAGO
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